
eToro, an online Forex trading platforms that claims to offer various advantages, such as Guardian 

Angel, which promotes responsible trading and Openbook, which allows users to copy the trades 

experts make has caught the attention of ForexVestor.com’s Stan Stevenson, prompting an investigative 

review. 

“Our eToro review shows it is a fully integrated solution and investors can manage everything through 

the same interface manages. It acts as a broker, so there no need to sign up with a different broker. 

Traders can also virtually trade from anywhere without being hampered by a lack of computer 

hardware,” reports Stevenson. “There are three different platforms to make sure everyone is able to 

trade as and when they see fit.  The first is the WebTrader, second the OpenBook, and third is the 

Mobile Trading Platform. There are integrated risk and money management features and users can 

trade on currencies, major indices, and commodities such as oil, gold, and silver.” 

eToro supports trading in real time and offers new traders a free and fully functional demo account to 

practice. Users can start trading for as little as $50 (low minimum deposit) and use Social Networking to 

enhance the learning curve. The spreads are low; 2 pips for the major currencies and there is a high 

Leverage of 400:1. eToro also has a fantastic help section known as “eToroPedia”, which is very concise 

and well formulated. With the eToro Mobile Trading App, traders can now stay connected with their 

investments on their android powered smartphones, iPhones, or tablets whether it is through the 

Webtrader or OpenBook network.  

“eToro’s OpenBook allows you to see what other traders are doing in real time.  There is an option to 

follow (or copy) other traders and it enabled us to see what strategies were being successful and which 

ones weren't, thereby developing our very own strategies,” says Stevenson. “Using the trading app, we 

were able to keep up to date with our traders on the go. Not only has eToro’s sleek and clean platform 

received acclaim for its social networking and trader communication features, but it has also been able 

to attract a considerable number of active users to its innovative trading platform." 

“eToro has everything you could want from an online Forex site. Quick and easy registration, an easy to 

use interface, the innovative platform, and the awesome support make it by far the best Forex broker at 

the moment. You will find features here that are missing from the competition. There is no information 

overload and we were particularly impressed with the chat function, which allowed us to speak with 

other traders Forex traders who want to learn from more advanced investing experts or anyone who 

genuinely enjoys the ins-and-outs of both social networking and the investing process can benefit a lot 

from both by going with eToro.” 

Those wishing to purchase eToro, or for more information, click here: http://forexvestor.com/go/eToro/  

To access a comprehensive eToro review, visit http://forexvestor.com/etoro-review  


